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Abstract 
The business of tertiary education has become more and more competitive in 
recent years due to reductions in government funding and higher study fees. As 
the nature of the environment grows more competitive the role of marketing, 
previously non-existent in most universities, has grown significantly. One of 
the key pieces of information that would assist the marketing effort of any 
university is an understanding of what determines university preference. This 
study examines university preference in Western Australia. A form of conjoint 
analysis, known as Adaptive Conjoint Analysis (ACA), was used to investigate 
the relative importance of a number of attributes to university preference. The 
study involved presenting 259 Western Australian school lea. ers (Year 12 
students) with a combination of paper and disk based questionnaires. Results 
indicated that the four most important determinants of university preference for 
Western Australian school leavers were course suitability, academic reputation, 
job prospects and teaching quality. The results are compared to previous 
research findings and their implications for the marketing of universities are 
discussed. 
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CHAPTER ONE: THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
1.1 Background 
The tertiary education sector m Australia has experienced a number of 
significant changes in recent years. Government subsidised fees for students 
are gradually being replaced by full cost fees at the postgraduate level, the 
government's real level of funding for universities has been reduced, the total 
number of school leavers entering universities has fallen and changes have been 
made to the Higher Education Contribution Scheme (HECS) that have 
increased tuition costs for many students and required the earlier repayment of 
their HECS debts. The overall result is that universities have to compete even 
more in a very competitive market. In Western Australia, the four public 
universities (Curtin University of Technology, Edith Cowan University, 
Murdoch University and the University of Western Australia) not only compete 
among themselves for students but also with the private Notre Dame 
University, a number of colleges of Technical And Further Education (TAFE) 
and externalised, distance learning programmes from eastern states and 
international universities. 
It is only in the last decade, however, that Western Australian universities 
actually started marketing themselves. Before then they did advertise but this 
was generally just in the press and the advertisements were basically 
information only, that is, lists of courses, entry requirements and so on. It 
wasn't until funding started to dry up and student numbers started to drop that 
universities became more aware of their competitive environment and started to 
market themselves properly. Advertising became more image-oriented, 
promotional material became much more professional in design, programs 
became more flexible and student-oriented and universities sought different 
distribution channels for their product. However, not all universities expended 
the same amount of marketing effort. Curtin University was at one extreme, 
spending the greatest amount of marketing dollars while the Uni·:ersity of WA 
was at the other, spending very little and relying mainly on its history and 
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academic reputation to draw students. Now, as we approach the year 2000, 
Curtin, Murdoch and Edith Cowan Universities all undertake significant 
marketing campaigns. The University of Western Australia still places less 
emphasis on marketing than its competitors but even that is greater than it was 
ten years ago. 
The current university market compnses three mam market segments: 
international students ( offshore and onshore), mature-age students and 
highschool leavers. Each market segment would consider different factors in 
their choice of program and university. For example, mature-age students, who 
generally work full-time and study part-time, are likely to consider the 
availability of evening classes a high priority whereas students who have come 
straight from school, who tend to work part-time and study full-time, are likely 
to consider job prospects as more important. In this study we will be examining 
the largest market segment: the school leaver market segment. 
The first decision highschool students are required to make is what they are 
going to do when they finish school. They have the choice of trying to find 
full-time employment, seeking an apprenticeship, joining the defense forces or 
enrolling in a T AFE or University program. For those interested in pursuing a 
(civilian) career, this usually becomes a choice of going to T AFE or University. 
It seems to be individual interests ( eg technical versus academic) and expected 
eligibility for university entrance that determines whether the choice is T AFE or 
University. 
Having decided to go on to University, the highschool leaver then needs to 
determine his/her preferences for programs and universities. The current 
university entrance system is based on preferences; that is, school leavers 
nominate, m order of preference, the programs that they are interested in 
undertaking. Depending on their Tertiary Entrance Examination (TEE) score 
and availability of places, students are offered a place in one of the programs 
that they have nominated. If the school leaver has the necessary TEE score and 
places are available, they will be offered their first preference. This process is 
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repeated down the list of preferences until the student is either offered a place 
or misses out completely. From the universities' perspective, it is important that 
they obtain the highest number of first preferences possible. Therefore, the 
universities have to market themselves in terms of the factors that are going to 
make them most appealing to students. Given this environment, there is 
significant value in the universities understanding the reasons for students' 
preference for a particular institution and the images that the four public 
universities have in the school leaver community. 
There are a number of factors that students might consider in determining their 
preference for a particular university. Students might consider: the type of 
course that they want to do (eg business, law, nursing, engineering); the 
academic reputation of the institution (whether its very good or sound or poor); 
the campus atmosphere (whether its quiet or lively); the quality of the teaching 
staff (whether its average or above average); or the type of university (old or 
modern, traditional or technological). They might also consider other more 
'personal' factors, such as the distance from home (including time taken to get to 
each university, access to public transport, parking availability), what the family 
thinks of each university (whether its held in good opinion or poor opinion) or 
they may be influenced by the university that their friends want to go to. 
For whatever number of factors that are involved in determining preference, 
there will be some factors that are considered more important than others. To 
determine their university preferences students will need to consider what is 
really important to them and, consciously or unconsciously, tradP-off one set of 
attributes against another. For instance, a student might want to go to a 
university that is near home, that is where his/her friends are going and that has 
a sound academic reputation. However, the program that they would like to do 
might only be offered on a university that is far from home, is not where friends 
are going but still has a sound .academic reputation. The student is then forced 
to trade-off one attribute with another. That is, he/she needs to decide how 
important the particular program is relative to the university's distance from 
home and going to the same place as friends are going. The student could 
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either decide that they really want to do that particular program and disregard 
distance and where friends are going or they might prefer to attend a university 
close to home, where their friends are going and select another course (at that 
university) to study. It is the nature of this trade-off process that we seek to 
examine and understand. If we can understand this trade-off process, the 
relative importances attributed to each factor, then we have a good basis for 
formulating sound marketing strategies to appeal to the school leaver market. 
However, discovering what the most important attributes are to school leavers 
in their determination of university preference is only half the story. We also 
need to investigate whether there are any groups (clusters or segments) of 
students for whom different attributes are more important than others. If we 
found, for instance, that there was a significant student segment that considered 
quality of teaching and campus atmosphere to be the most important attributes, 
a university could market itself in terms of these attributes in the hope of 
capturing the major market share of this particular segment rather than try to 
appeal to all students on the same grounds as all other universities. This would 
be a particularly attractive strategy for a university that was considered poorer 
in terms of the most important attributes as it means that it would provide an 
avenue by which they could grow their market without going head-to-head with 
the market leaders. 
Apart from investigating whether there are any groups of students for whom 
some factors are more important than others, it would also be useful to know if 
the importance attributed to different factors is affected by independent 
variables such as gender, the type of school students attended (government or 
non-government) or family background (whether the pa1~nts attended 
university themselves). If, for example, it was found that there were differences 
between government and non-government school students, marketing 
campaigns could be designed to appeal to each group. Alternatively, a 
university could decide that it was more closely aligned with the factors 
considered important by say government school students and market itself to 
that group alone. 
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To complete the picture, it would be very useful to know how the universities 
compared in terms of school leavers' perceptions of them, that is, the image of 
each university. As with almost all products and services, image and perception 
play a crucial role in the marketing of a university. Generally speaking, the 
better the image the greater the market preference. In this case we are 
concerned not only about general image but how that image ties to the attributes 
considered most important in determining university preference. Suppose, for 
example, it is found that academic reputation and teaching quality are the two 
most important attributes in determining university preference. A university 
might consider itself to be highly regarded in terms of its academic reputation 
and teaching quality but if the student market believe otherwise the university 
will not achieve the number of first preferences it would expect to achieve. 
Knowing it is deficient on any particular image attribute, a university can also 
take steps to address the issue in its promotion and advertising. 
Although a great deal of research has been undertaken by the universities in 
Perth and around the world, this has tended to use existing university students 
because their opinions can be conveniently obtained and the research has 
generally not gone further than rating the importance of various decision 
factors. The present research differs significantly from this type of research in 
two ways. First, it examines the perceptions of a major prospective university 
student market (specifically the high school leaver market) and, secondly, it 
uses conjoint analysis techniques to determine how students trade off between 
potential university choice attributes and establishes the relative importance 
prospective students attach to these attributes when considering enrolling at a 
university. 
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1.2 Statement of Research Questions 
Specifically, the research questions addressed in the present research project 
were: 
1) What are the maJor determinants (factors) of university preference 
among high school leavers in Western Australia? 
2) What are the relative importances they attach to these factors? 
3) Are there clusters of school leavers for whom different factors are 
more important? 
4) Are the determinants of university choice affected by gender, public or 
private school enrolment or parents' education history? 
5) Do the four public universities in Western Australia have distinct 
images in the minds of school leavers, and if so, what are these 
images? 
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CHAPTER TWO - A REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2.1 Scope of the Review 
The main objectives of the present review were to: 
• Discover factors that might be included in a conjoint analysis study of 
university preference, 
• Examine the methodologies used in other conjoint studies in service 
industries, 
• Determine the extent to which similar studies have been conducted, 
• Examine the conjoint analysis method, and 
• Identify other methods that have been used to investigate the area of 
interest. 
In order to meet these objectives the search was broadened to include choice of 
university, marketing and market segmentation of universities, conjoint analysis 
and the determination of choice and market segmentation in the health care 
industry. Health care was chosen because it is another service industry that has 
conducted similar research (ie the determination of choice and the development 
of service packaging). 
The literature search involved a search through the ABI Inform and Econlit CD-
ROM databases, the on-line Proquest Direct and First Search databases and the 
Internet from 1970 to 1999. 
2.2 Choice of University 
One of the earliest studies into the marketing of universities was conducted by 
Krampf and Heinlein (1981), who interviewed prospective students for a large 
midwestern university in the United States. The objective of their study was to 
determine the needs of the prospective student market, examine the image of 
the university and develop procedures for identifying potential students who 
had a high probability of matriculating and so were eligible for entry. Their 
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sample was collected from the American College Testing (ACT) program, 
which provides over 100 pieces of information for each student who completes 
the profile. A random sample of 1000 ACT profiles was used in their study. 
Using factor analysis, Kram pf and Heinlein ( 1981) found that prospective 
students who had a positive attitude toward the university rated the 
attractiveness of the campus, informative campus visits, recommendation of 
family, good programmes in their major, informative university catalogue, 
closeness to home and the friendliness of the campus atmosphere highly. 
In the only university preference study that used conjoint analysis, Hooley and 
Lynch (1981) examined the choice process of prospective students of British 
universities. Their methodology involved qualitative research to determine the 
main attributes used in the decision process, followed by face-to-face data 
collection using stimulus cards to obtain preferences for a set of experimentally 
chosen university profiles. The six attributes that Hooley and Lynch ( 1981) 
identified were course suitability, university location, academic reputation, 
distance from home, type of university (modern/old) and advice from parents 
and teachers. The results from the conjoint analysis indicated that course 
suitability was by far the most important attribute in determining university 
choice. Prospective students appeared to be prepared to accept almost any level 
of the other attributes as long they obtained the course that they really wanted. 
Unfortunately the sample size for their study was only twenty-nine students, 
which severely limits the generalisability of their results. Despite this, Hooley 
and Lynch (1981) concluded that the conjoint methodology was sound and that 
a larger conjoint analysis study would permit more reliable conclusions to be 
drawn. 
In one of the few studies that examined a particular market segment, Danko 
( 1986) used focus groups to determine the factors that mature age students in 
New York considered most important in their choice of a Community College. 
He found that the most important factors to mature-age students were the 
flexibility (part-time programmes, evening classes) and the quality of the 
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programmes offered. He also found that career advancement was the primary 
reason behind mature age students' decision to return to college (Danko, 1986). 
In a study that focused on international students, Stewart and Felicetti (1991) 
examined why international students chose to study in the United States and 
(particularly) why they chose to study at a relatively unknown, small public 
university in Western Pennsylvania. A questionnaire was sent to all the 
international students enrolled at Clarion University in Western Pennsylvania to 
try to find answers. A descriptive analysis was used to determine the reasons 
for studying in the United States and the reasons for their choice of Clarion 
University. The most important reason given by students for studying in the 
United States was that they were offered a scholarship. In terms of selecting 
Clarion University, the results showed that the main reasons for choosing that 
particular university were: 
1. It had lower costs than other institutions, 
2. Parents and relatives encouraged them to study there, 
3. Friends encouraged them to go there (Stewart and Felicetti, 1991). 
Oosterbeek, Groot and Hartog (1992) examined university choice and 
graduates' earnings in The Netherlands. Their specific objectives were to 
determine whether different earnings prospects were associated with different 
universities and whether the decision to attend a particular university was 
influenced by these different earnings prospects. Their sample included 1263 
economists who had attended one of the five economics departments operating 
in The Netherlands. In what they believed to be a first, they applied the 
multinomial legit model to their analysis of university choice. Oosterbeek, 
Groot and Hartog (1992) found that there were significant differences between 
the earnings of graduates from different universities but that earnings prospects 
were not a particularly important factor in their respondents' choice of a 
specific university. 
Mazzarol, Soutar and Tien ( 1996) investigated the factors that influenced 
international students' choice of study destination. The sample consisted of 879 
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students studying in Australia, 53% of whom were international students. 
Students were asked to rate the importance of seventeen factors to their decision 
to study at a particular institution. These factors were the institution's 
reputation for quality, whether the institution is known to the student, links with 
other institutions that are known to student, large campus and good facilities, 
reputation for the quality and expertise of its staff, reputation for being 
responsive to students' needs, known for innovation in research and teaching, 
institution makes use of latest information technology, financial stability of 
institution, availability of broad range of courses and programs, noted for 
superior use of technology, strong alumni, large number of students already 
enrolled, qualifications recognised by future employers, advertising and 
promotion of institution, flexible entry throughout year, and willingness to 
recognise previous qualifications. 
Mazzarol, Soutar and Tien (1996) found that the most important selection factor 
for both local and international students was the recognition of their 
qualifications by future employers. This was followed by the institution's 
reputation for quality, willingness to recognise previous qualifications and 
reputation for quality and expertise of the institution's staff In addition, it was 
found that international students were more likely to be influenced by the 
institution's reputation for quality, the institution's link with other institutions 
known to the student, the institution's reputation for having high quality staff, 
the Alumni base and its referral process, the number of students already 
enrolled at the institution and willingness to recognise previous qualifications 
(Mazzarol, Soutar and Tien, 1996). 
More recently, Lin ( 1997) investigated the reasons for students' choice of an 
educational institution in the Netherlands. The methodology involved self-
completion questionnaires that were randomly distributed to students in the 
lobbies of seven universities. A combination of descriptive and factor analysis 
was used to identify the main reasons for their choice of institution. He found 
that the most significant reasons for a student's choice of institution were the 
quality of education offered, career opportunities, school's reputation, 
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opportunity for traineeships, faculty qualifications, academic standards, whether 
modern facilities were available, curriculum emphasis, student life and whether 
there was an international student body. 
McDonough, Antonio and Trent ( 1997) examined college choice decision 
making in a particular minority group (African Americans in the United States). 
Their study used data collected from a national survey of 221,000 first-time, 
full-time freshmen from 427 colleges and universities in the United States. 
Two sub-samples of African-American students were selected from this data, 
namely: 
1. The national population of African American students and 
2. The African American student population at historically 'Black' 
colleges and universities. 
Using a combination of descriptive and regression analysis, the researchers 
found that the most important reasons for all students to attend a college or 
university were to get better jobs, to learn more about things that interested 
them and to be able to make more money (McDonough et al, 1997). In terms of 
selection of a particular college, McDonough et al ( 1997) found that all students 
sought an institution that had a good academic reputation and whose graduates 
obtained good jobs. This was also the case with African Americans. The 
difference, however, came with the third reason for choice of institution. 
African American students reported financial aid as the third most important 
choice factor, compared to college size for all students. 
In a Western Australian study, Turner ( 1998) conducted a study of Business 
undergraduates to determine their reasons for choosing to enrol at Edith Cowan 
University (ECU). An analysis of responses to a self-completion questionnaire 
found that students rated the most important factors in their choice to study at 
ECU as future job prospects, obtaining qualifications that were valued by 
employers, being able to use modern facilities, the high standards of teaching 
and the international recognition of the university's degree program. 
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2.3 Marketing and the Market Segmentation of Universities 
Yavas and Shemwell (1996) conducted a study that used correspondence 
analysis to graphically portray university image and positioning. The study, 
conducted in Tennessee, identified a number of dimensions that were 
considered important to students' choice of institution, namely the instruction 
quality offered, ease of graduation, career preparation, reputation, personal 
attention provided, job placement and campus location. The correspondence 
analysis provided a perceptual map that positioned universities according to 
their underlying structure and attributes. Yavas and Shemwell (1996) argued 
that such a perceptual map could be used to identify market positioning 
opportunities and to refine marketing strategy. 
Soutar and Patton (1996) also used correspondence analysis to examine the 
image of various educational institutions in Western Australia. The sample 
included four distinct groups of respondents ( staff at T AFE institutions, 
students attending T AFE courses, the general public of Western Australia and 
Western Australian business operators). Self-completion questionnaires were 
used and respondents were presented with 26 descriptors and asked to indicate 
whether any of the descriptors applied to any or all of the institutions. It was 
found that certain descriptors were clearly associated with different institutions. 
Further analysis found that the images were relatively stable across the four 
subgroups and that TAFE and the University of Western Australia had the most 
distinctive positions, while there was some overlap in image between the 
remaining three institutions (Soutar & Patton, 1996). 
Hampton ( 1993) explored college student satisfaction as a measure of 
professional service quality. Self-completion questionnaires were used to 
collect data from students attending a large university on the west coast of the 
United States. The questionnaire contained a number of statements similar to 
those developed by Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry in their SERVQUAL 
instrument ( cited in Hampton, 1993, p.118). A factor analysis of the data found 
seven service quality/student satisfaction dimensions, which were the quality of 
education, teaching (attention from teachers), personal social life, campus 
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facilities, effort required to pass courses, campus social life and the quality of 
the student advisers. A regression analysis showed that the quality of education 
was the best predictor of service quality or student satisfaction (Hampton, 
1993). 
In another study that used the SERVQUAL instrument, Soutar, McNeil & Lim 
(1994) examined overseas' students' perceptions of the service quality provided 
by ten Western Australian educational institutions. Cluster analysis identified 
groups of students with distinct expectations of service quality and discriminant 
analysis positioned the institutions along the five service quality dimensions 
contained in the SERVQUAL instrument. Perceptual mapping was then used to 
combine student clusters and institution service positions. It was argued that 
perceptual mapping could be used as a means of market segmentation and that 
the different institutions could better market themselves overseas and/or target 
the groups of students that best matched the service delivery they offered. The 
benefit from such matching of students to institution, it was suggested, would 
be improved student satisfaction in the short term and improved student loyalty 
in the long term (Soutar, McNeil & Lim, 1994). 
2.4 Health Care 
Although conjoint analysis has not been widely employed to study the choice of 
universities, it has been more widely accepted and employed by researchers in 
the health care industry. Newman (1984) argued that conjoint analysis can be 
used to structure health services, monitor market positions and determine future 
directions. His argument was illustrated by a study that was conducted to 
determine preferences in outpatient clinics in a large primary teaching hospital 
(Newman, 1984). The main factors manipulated in the study were price, 
waiting time and proximity of clinic (whether it was a neighbourhood clinic or 
not). 
Graf, Tanner and Swinyard (1993) also argued that conjoint analysis is better 
than conventional survey research in evaluating and designing health care unit 
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programs. They suggested that conjoint analysis provides a number of 
additional benefits including quantifying the relative contribution of an attribute 
to customer satisfaction; identifying groups of customers by the value they 
place on particular features; and estimating the market share of present or 
potential service configurations (Graf et al, 1993). The researchers illustrated 
their argument by describing a conjoint analysis study that was conducted to 
design an obstetrical unit. The study employed twelve focus groups to gather 
the data. Focus group participants were recent obstetric patients from one of 
the hospital's market areas and were selected through probability sampling 
methods. During the focus groups, participants were asked to complete a 
questionnaire designed using the conjoint analysis approach. The study 
identified a number of attributes that could be manipulated to optimise an 
obstetric unit's configuration (Graf et al, 1993). 
Stensrud, Sylvestre and Sivadas ( 1997) also employed conjoint analysis. 
Through Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing (CATI) software, they 
used adaptive conjoint analysis to determine which health care plans to present 
to respondents. Adaptive conjoint analysis is a technique that enables a 
researcher to customise questions, based on respondent's answers to preceding 
questions, thereby maximising the amount of information obtained (Stensrud et 
al, 1997). Results from the study were used to identify health care plan 
preferences for different market segments. 
2.5 Conjoint Analysis and the ACA Method 
Conjoint analysis is a technique that involves "collecting data concerning trade-
offs people are willing to make, deriving a utility function, and simulating 
product configurations to optimise market share" (Newman, 1984, p4 l ). It is a 
technique developed in psychology and introduced into the field of marketing 
in the 1970's by Paul Green and his associates (Green and Rao, 1971; Green, 
1974; Green and Wind, 1975). Conjoint analysis usually involves presenting 
respondents with different product or service packages and asking them about 
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their preference ( or likelihood of purchase) for those packages. For example, in 
a study that investigates new cars, respondents might be asked whether they 
would prefer a car that is sporty in design, has airbags and good petrol 
consumption or a car that is conservative in design, has airbags but poor petrol 
consumption. 
The usual method of presenting respondents with the product or service 
packages is through the use of stimulus cards or written descriptions of the 
packages, which may include pictures or diagrams, where appropriate. This 
method is sound but is limited in terms of the number of attributes that can be 
examined. This is not a technical limitation but a human one as most people 
have trouble trying to choose between packages that are described in terms of 
more than six to eight attributes. In order to overcome this limitation, Adaptive 
Conjoint Analysis (ACA) was developed by Richard Johnson (1987). 
Adaptive Conjoint Analysis presents respondents with two product or service 
packages at a time in a "paired-comparison trade-off" In contrast to the paper 
and pencil full-profile conjoint analysis method, ACA can examine up to 30 
attributes because each package is described to respondents in terms of five or 
fewer attributes and the computerised interview only asks about the most 
important and relevant attributes (Curry, 1995). It has also been argued that 
ACA is better at reducing measurement error than traditional conjoint analysis 
because the interview is adapted to the respondent so that questions are 
"designed to be maximally relevant and efficient for refining utility estimates" 
(Orme, 1998, p.5). The sample size for an ACA study can range from 150 to 
1200 depending on the level of analysis desired (ie cluster analysis and 
segmentation) but 300 is generally recommended (Orme, 1998). 
ACA has been criticised in terms of its reliability and internal validity 
compared to traditional conjoint analysis, particularly if there are less than six 
attributes (Agarwal and Green, 1991; Green, Krieger and Agarwal, 1991). 
However other researchers have found that ACA outperforms traditional full 
profile conjoint analysis, irrespective of the number of attributes involved 
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(Huber et al, 1991). Tumbusch (1991) also validated ACA by running ACA 
and standard concept testing using independent samples and compared the 
results. Tumbusch (1991, p.8) found that there was a "strong correlation 
between concept appeal derived from conjoint analysis and appeal resulting 
from concept testing, which in itself has been shown to be predictive of product 
success/failure in the marketplace." ACA has also won support for its 
flexibility, ease of use and the amount of information that it provides to the 
researcher (Carmone, 1987). 
2.6 Summary 
In summary, there has been relatively little published research into the choice of 
universities and even less of this research has used conjoint analysis. However, 
the research that has been conducted provides a useful list of the factors that 
might be included in a study of this type (e.g., course suitability, university 
location, academic reputation, distance from home, type of university, family 
opinion, job prospects, quality of teaching, campus atmosphere) (Hampton, 
1993; Hooley & Lynch, 1981; Krampf & Heinlein 1981; Lin, 1997). A review 
of similar research in the health care industry showed that conjoint analysis can 
be effectively used in a service industry. A review of the conjoint analysis 
literature also suggested that, given the number of attributes that were expected 
to be involved, Adaptive Conjoint Analysis would be an appropriate approach 
for the present study. 
This present research is a partial replication of Hooley and Lynch's (1981) 
study but differs from that study in terms of the method of conjoint analysis 
used (ACA) and the number of attributes examined (eventually ten rather six). 
It was also undertaken in Australia, rather than Europe, and this, in itself, offers 
an opportunity to compare university preference factors in Australia and 
Europe. While the American studies did not use conjoint analysis, they also 
provided results that can be compared to the Australian experience. 
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CHAPTER THREE - THE STUDY 
3.1 Overview 
A form of conjoint analysis, known as Adaptive Conjoint Analysis (ACA), was 
used to investigate the relative importance of a number of attributes to the 
school leaver's choice of university. A conjoint analysis approach was chosen 
because the study was an attempt to understand how students traded off 
between various choice factors. Adaptive conjoint analysis was chosen because 
of the large number of attributes that were expected to be included in the study, 
which made alternative trade off approaches problematic. The study also 
examined the images that school leavers held of the four public universities in 
Western Australia. 
3.2 The Theoretical Framework 
Based on the findings from previous research in this area, it was expected that a 
number of variables might influence university preference, including gender 
and parents' education experiences. In addition, the present research examined 
the influence of government-non-government schooling on students' university 
preference. 
3. 3 The Sample 
School leavers were chosen as the population of interest as they comprise the 
major market segment for entry into tertiary institutions in Western Australia. 
They were also more easily identifiable than the other major market segment of 
mature age students. The population of interest comprises approximately 
16,000 students, who are distributed across 78 government secondary schools 
and 64 non-government secondary schools or colleges. Sixty one per cent of 
the students are taught in government schools and 39% in non-government 
schools. 
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The sample was obtained from a number of high schools that allowed data to be 
collected from their final year students and from final year students who 
participated in the study while attending a careers night. The final sample 
included 259 Year 12 students from a variety of Perth metropolitan government 
and non-government high schools. 
3. 4 Questionnaire Design 
Conjoint analysis requires respondents to make preference decisions for a 
variety of 'packages' of attributes. As this can be a complex task, it demands 
respondents have the choices in front of them. This is usually done through a 
face to face interview with a set of stimulus cards or through a self-completion 
questionnaire. Such studies generally only include four or five attributes. In 
the present study, however, ten attributes were finally included. Therefore, as 
already mentioned, a form of conjoint analysis that was suited to the large 
number of attributes had to be used. Adaptive Conjoint Analysis was chosen as 
it allows many more attributes to be included. The ACA procedure requires the 
use of a computer as the procedure "adapts" its future questioning based upon 
the answers respondents make. 
In terms of the actual determinants of choice, ten attributes were included. Nine 
of the attributes were derived from Hampton ( 1993 ), Hooley and Lynch ( 1981 ), 
Krampf and Heinlein (1981) and Lin (1997). The tenth attribute (the ability to 
transfer or articulate between University and Institutes of Technical And 
Further Education (T AFE)), was included at the request of senior staff from 
Edith Cowan University as this was seen as a potentially important aspect of the 
decision process in the late 1990' s in Western Australia. Table 3 .1 details the 
attributes and attribute levels used for the conjoint section of the questionnaire. 
The questionnaire was presented to respondents in two parts: 
1. A paper questionnaire that asked about university image; including the 
attributes of Perth universities and a set of personal background 
questions (e.g., gender and type of school attended) and 
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2. A questionnaire on computer disk that presented the conjoint section of 
the survey. 
Table 3.1 Conjoint Attributes and Attribute Levels 
Attribute Level 
Type of University Is a new/modern university 
Is an old/traditional university 
Is a technological university 
Ability to Transfer Offers the ability to articulate/transfer units 
between T AFE and University 
Doesn't provide the ability to articulate/transfer 
units between T AFE and University 
Distance from Home Is close to home (less than 10km) 
Is a moderate distance from home (10 to 20km) 
Is far from home ( over 20km) 
Academic Reputation Has a poor academic reputation 
Has an average academic reputation 
Has a strong academic reputation 
Quality of Teaching Has average quality of teaching 
Has very good quality of teaching 
Job Prospects Would equip me with qualifications that provide 
average job prospects 
Would give me qualifications that provide good 
job prospects 
Family Opinion Is held in good opinion by my family 
Is a university that my family holds no opinion of 
Is held in poor opinion by my family 
Friends Is where my friends will be going 
Is not where my friends will be going 
Campus Atmosphere Has very little campus atmosphere 
Has a great campus atmosphere 
Course suitability Offers a course that is more or less what I want 
Offers courses that are not really what I want 
Offers a course that is just what I want 
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A copy of the paper questionnaire is provided in Appendix A. The conjoint 
section of the questionnaire was developed using the ACA software developed 
by Sawtooth Software (Johnson, 1987; ACA System Manual, 1996). It led the 
students through four stages of the decision process, namely: 
Stage One: 
Stage Two: 
Stage Three: 
Stage Four: 
Students were asked to rate ( on a 7-point scale) how 
desirable different types of university were. 
They were then asked to consider how important each 
attribute would be in choosing between two universities 
in which all other attributes were the same 
Based on the responses to parts one and two, the students 
were presented with different universities to consider. 
Each question presented two universities that were 
described in terms of combinations of attributes. 
Students were asked to indicate which university they 
would prefer and the strength of the preference (9-point 
scale). 
Finally, students were presented with some universities 
and were asked to consider how likely it would be that 
they would choose each university if it was available 
right now. 
3. 5 Data Collection 
As already mentioned, the data were collected by arranging with high schools to 
make use of their computer laboratories or at education fairs, where a table was 
set up with a computer and students were asked to input the required 
information. 
A professional market research company collected the data between June and 
August of 1999. The approach to schools involved a letter to the Principal ( a 
sample is provided in Appendix B), followed by several phone calls to seek the 
Principal' s agreement for the school to take part. 
Originally it was planned to survey one class from each of 20 randomly 
selected high schools in the Perth metropolitan area. However, there was an 
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unexpectedly high refusal rate and only nine high school principals agreed to 
take part in the study. It was therefore necessary to resort to the second method 
of data collection, namely the education fairs, which were located in Joondalup 
(North of Perth) and Fremantle (South of Perth). 
3. 6 Data Analysis 
3. 6.1 Conjoint Analysis 
First, the results from the conjoint analysis section of the questionnaire were 
entered and run through the ACA system: ACA was used to derive the 
individual respondent utility levels. The data were then extracted from ACA as 
an ASCII file and added to the SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences) data file that contained the demographic, university image and 
attribute data. This was necessary in order to be able to link the demographic, 
image and attribute data with the conjoint data. The relative importances were 
computed for each respondent by taking the difference between the lowest and 
highest utility for each attribute, adding these differences across all attributes to 
get a total, then dividing each attribute's difference by the total and multiplying 
by 100 (Curry, 1995). Mean utility ratings and relative importances were then 
computed. 
Cluster analysis was conducted in SPSS using the hierarchical and k-means 
cluster analysis methods. The hierarchical method was performed with a 
sample of 50 cases. Both methods used the between groups linkage and 
squared Euclidean distance to investigate cluster existence. 
To determine whether gender or type of school had any effect on the relative 
importance placed on the various factors, t-tests were performed. The questions 
regarding the highest education level attained by the mother and father were 
recoded and merged into one variable with four response categories ( mother 
and father both have degrees, mother has degree but father doesn't, father has 
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degree but mother doesn't and neither parent had a degree). An analysis of 
variance was then performed to investigate the effect of parents' education level 
on the relative importances. 
3. 6. 2 Market Simulation 
Based on the results of the university attribute questions, each Western 
Australian university was described in terms of the ten factors. That is, the 
attribute level that was considered most popular for each university was 
ascribed to the university (refer Appendix C). Using these descriptions, 
products were set up in the ACA package to describe each university. A market 
simulation was then conducted to produce a share of preference model with 
correction for product similarity. This model was chosen instead of the share of 
preference without correction model because results from the university 
attribute question suggested that two of the universities (Universities B and C) 
could be considered similar products. 
3. 6. 3 Image Analysis 
The image section of the questionnaire contained a set of semantic differential 
scales in which respondents were presented with a set of bipolar adjectives ( eg 
Innovative - Conservative) and asked to mark on the seven-point scales 
provided where they felt a particular university fell with respect to each set of 
adjectives. For analysis purposes, the positions were coded as +3 to -3, where 
+3 represented the extreme left (generally positive) characteristic and -3 
represented the extreme right (generally negative) characteristic. Once the data 
were recoded, mean ratings were computed for each image attribute and each 
university. 
3. 7 Conclusions 
To conclude, the present study examined the university choice processes of a 
sample of Western Australian high school leavers. University choice was 
examined using a conjoint analysis method known as Adaptive Conjoint 
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Analysis (ACA). This required respondents to complete a computer disk-based 
questionnaire, in which bundles of attributes were presented to respondents for 
consideration. The conjoint task was supplemented with a paper questionnaire 
that contained demographic and background questions and asked students for 
their views on the image and attributes of Western Australia's four public 
universities. The sample included 259 Western Australian Year 12 students 
from both government and non-government schools. The data were analysed 
using a combination of ACA and SPSS software packages and the results are 
presented in Chapter Four. 
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CHAPTER FOUR- RESULTS 
4.1 Review of Research Questions 
As will be recalled from Chapter one, the research questions that were 
addressed in the present study were: 
1. What are the major determinants (factors) of university preference 
among high school leavers in Western Australia? 
2. What are the relative importances they attach to these factors? 
3. Are there clusters of school leavers for whom different factors are 
more important? 
4. Are the determinants of university choice affected by gender, public or 
private school enrolment or parents' education history? 
5. Do the four public universities in Western Australia have distinct 
images in the minds of school leavers, and if so, what are these 
images? 
The results obtained from the various analyses undertaken to answer these 
research questions are outlined in the remainder of the present chapter. 
4. 2 Sample Profile 
The sample of 259 final year high school students had the following 
background characteristics: 
• 55% of the sample were male and 45% were female, 
• Almost 71 % of the sample attended government schools and 29% attended 
private schools (this compares to the actual government/non-government 
student ratio of61% to 39%), 
• Approximately 53% of respondents lived in the Northern and North-Eastern 
suburbs and 35% lived in the Southern and South-Eastern suburbs of Perth. 
4. 2.1 Parents' Education Level 
Almost a third of respondents' parents (mothers 29% and fathers 31 % ) had 
obtained a university qualification. These results are shown in detail in Tables 
4.1 and 4.2. 
Table 4.1 Highest Level of Education Achieved by Mother 
Highest Level of Education Frequency Percent Valid Achieved Percent 
Year 10 secondary school 57 22.0 23.8 
Year 11 or 12 secondary school 54 20.8 22.6 
Bachelor's Degree 46 17.8 19.2 
Postgraduate Degree/Diploma 19 7.3 7.9 
TAFE certificate/diploma 16 6.2 6.7 
PhD 5 1.9 2.1 
Trade Certificate 3 1.2 1.3 
Other 11 4.2 4.6 
Don't know 28 10.8 11. 7 
Total 239 92.3 100.0 
System Missing 20 7.7 
Total 259 100.0 
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Table 4.2 Highest Level of Education Achieved by Father 
Highest Level of Education Frequency Percent Valid Percent Achieved 
·················-····--·······-·············-·--......... ___ 
Year 10 secondary school 47 18.1 19.7 
Bachelor's Degree 43 16.6 18.1 
Year 11 or 12 secondary school 39 15.1 16.4 
Trade Certificate 30 11.6 12.6 
Postgraduate Degree/Diploma 26 10.0 10.9 
TAFE certificate/diploma 7 2.7 2.9 
PhD 6 2.3 2.5 
Other 11 4.2 4.6 
Don't know 29 11.2 12.2 
Total 238 91.9 100.0 
System Missing 21 8.1 
Total 259 100.0 
As would be expected, a higher percentage of fathers than mothers had obtained 
a trade certificate. As the males had to leave school to study their trade, it is not 
surprising that more mothers than fathers had completed Years IO and 12. 
However, in terms of university qualifications, the numbers were very similar, 
as approximately 29% of mothers had obtained such a qualification, compared 
to 3 1 % of fathers. 
4.2.2 Intentions After Year 12 
Respondents were asked to indicate their intentions on the completion of Year 
12 and the results obtained are shown in Table 4.3. It was found that almost 
60% of the Year 12 students surveyed intended to commence a University 
course in the following year, while a little over a quarter of the students would 
also consider a T AFE course. As almost 40% of students gave more than one 
response, it suggests that, for many students, it is a case of "if I don't get into 
University, I'll do X .... " 
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Table 4.4 Discipline of Interest 
Discipline Count Percentage of Cases 
(Multiple Responses) 
...................................... _._,,, ....... 
Business/Commerce 66 31.4 
Applied Science/Information 43 20.5 
Technology/Computing 
Arts 43 20.5 
Engineering 31 14.8 
Law 26 12.4 
Social Sciences/Psychology 24 11.4 
Biology/Zoology 20 9.5 
Medicine 20 9.5 
Education/Teaching 19 9.0 
Natural Sciences(Physics, Chemistry) 16 7.6 
Nursing 13 6.2 
Performing Arts 9 4.3 
Geology 4 1.9 
Haven't decided yet 14 6.7 
Not proceeding to university 8 3.8 
Other 19 9.0 
Total responses 375 178.6 
4.3 The Conjoint Analysis 
The relative utilities for each attribute level were estimated using the Adaptive 
Conjoint Analysis software and were then extracted from the ACA software 
package and analysed further using the SPSS statistical software. Table 4.5 
shows the obtained relative utilities and the relative importances of each of the 
attributes. 
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Table 4.5 Conjoint Analysis Results - Relative Utilities and Importances 
Attribute Relative Level Average Importance Utility 
Course 15% Course Suitability - Just what I want 116 Suitability 
Course suitability - More or less what 64 I want 
Course suitability - not really what I 1 
want 
Academic 12% Academic Reputation- Strong 95 
Reputation 
Academic Reputation - Average 51 
Academic Reputation - Poor 1 
····················-······· 
Job Prospects 12% Job prospects - good 92 
Job prospects - average 0 
Quality of 11% Teaching quality - very good 87 Teaching 
Teaching quality - average 2 
Campus 10% Campus atmosphere - great 75 
atmosphere 
Campus atmosphere - very little 1 
Type of 9% Type of Uni - Modern/New 44 University 
Type of Uni - Traditional/Old 13 
Type of Uni - Technological 50 
Distance from 8% Distance from home - close 58 home 
Distance from home - moderate 34 
Distance from home - far 5 
Family 8% Family opinion - good 61 Opinion 
Family opinion - no opinion 32 
Family opinion - poor 5 
--------·---
Ability to 8% Able to transfer between T AFE & 62 Transfer Uni 
Not able to transfer between T AFE & 1 Uni 
Friends 7% Friends will go to this uni 51 
Friends won't go to this uni 2 
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The average utility scores, shown in column four of Table 4.5, describe the 
desirability of the various aspects of an attribute, with higher scores suggesting 
respondents had a greater preference for that aspect. For example, respondents 
preferred to attend a technological university (utility of 50) rather than an old or 
traditional university (utility of 13). The utility scores not only show the 
preference 'ranking' but also the degree of preference. For example, the 
obtained utility scores indicated that respondents preferred to go to a university 
that: 
1. Has a course that they really want; 
2. Has a strong academic reputation, 
3. Has very good teaching quality, 
4. Provides good job prospects at the end of their course, 
5. Has a great campus atmosphere, 
6. Has a technology bias, 
7. Is close to home, 
8. Is favoured by their family, 
9. Enables articulation or transfer between TAFE and the university, 
10. Their friends are going to attend. 
However, when the utility scores are examined more closely, it can be seen that 
respondents had greater preference for a university which provided a strong 
academic reputation (utility of 95), very good teaching quality (87), the course 
that they really wanted (116), good job prospects (92) and a great campus 
atmosphere (75). They had some preference for university that had a 
technology bias (utility of 50), that was close to home (58), where friends were 
going (51), that the family thought was good (61) and where there was an 
ability to transfer between TAFE and the university (62). These results are 
presented in chart form in figures 4.1 to 4.10. 
The second column of Table 4.5 (the relative importance) provides an 
indication of the importance placed on each attribute relative to the other 
attributes. Overall, respondents' preferences were determined more by course 
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suitability ( explained 15% of the range in preferences) than, for example, 
friends going to the same university (which explained 7% of the range in 
preferences). Based on these results, answer can be found to the first two 
research questions, namely: 
1. What are the major determinants of university choice for school 
leavers in Western Australia and 
2. What are the relative importances of these factors? 
The major determinants of university choice for school leavers in Western 
Australia and their relative importances are course suitability (relative 
importance 15%), academic reputation (relative importance 12%), job prospects 
offered by a qualification from the university (relative importance 12%) and 
teaching quality (relative importance 11 % ). 
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4 . 3  L i n k i n g  t h e  C o n j o i n t  R e s u l t s  t o  E x i s t i n g  U n i v e r s i t i e s  
4 .  3 . 1  U n i v e r s i t y  A t t r i b u t e s  
I n  o r d e r  t o  m a t c h  t h e  a t t r i b u t e s  f r o m  t h e  c o n j o i n t  a n a l y s i s  s e c t i o n  o f  t h e  s u r v e y  
t o  t h e  e x i s t i n g  u n i v e r s i t i e s  i n  W e s t e r n  A u s t r a l i a ,  r e s p o n d e n t s  w e r e  a s k e d  t o  
c o n s i d e r  a  l i s t  o f  a t t r i b u t e s  a n d  i n d i c a t e  t h o s e  t h e y  b e l i e v e d  w e r e  t r u e  o f  e a c h  
u n i v e r s i t y .  T h e  a t t r i b u t e  l i s t  i n c l u d e d  t h e  a t t r i b u t e  l e v e l s  f r o m  t h e  c o n j o i n t  
a n a l y s i s  s e c t i o n  o f  t h e  s t u d y .  T h i s  w a s  a  m u l t i p l e  r e s p o n s e  t y p e  q u e s t i o n ,  
w h i c h  m e a n s  t h a t  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  r e s p o n s e s  g e n e r a l l y  e x c e e d e d  1 0 0 % .  T h e  
r e s u l t s  a r e  p r e s e n t e d  i n  T a b l e s  4 . 6  t o  4 . 9  a n d  a r e  d i s c u s s e d  s u b s e q u e n t l y .  
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Table 4.6 Attributes of University A 
Attribute Number of Percentage 
Responses of Cases 
Is a new/modern university 180 73.2 
Is a technological university 174 70.7 
Ability to transfer between T AFE and University 164 66.7 
Would equip me with qualifications that provide 149 60.6 
good job prospects 
Has very good quality of teaching 145 58.9 
Has a great campus atmosphere 137 55.7 
Is held in good opinion by my family 125 50.8 
Has an average academic reputation 119 48.4 
Is moderate distance from home(between 10 and 114 46.3 
20km) 
Would equip me with qualifications that provide 109 44.3 
average job prospects 
Has a strong academic reputation 108 43.9 
Offers a course that is more or less what 107 43.5 
Is not where my friends will be going 95 38.6 
Is where my friends will be going 93 37.8 
Is far from home( over 20km) 88 35.8 
Has average quality of teaching 86 35.0 
Offers a course that is just what I want 77 31.3 
Family holds no opinion of university 76 30.9 
Offers courses that are not really what I want 60 24.4 
Doesn't provide ability to transfer between T AFE 53 21.5 
and University 
Is close to home(less than 10km) 51 20.7 
Has very little campus atmosphere 51 20.7 
Is an old/traditional university 39 15.9 
Is held in poor opinion by my family 24 9.8 
Has a poor academic reputation 16 6.5 
................................... ·---··-···-···-........... _ ....................................................................................... 
Totals 2440 991.9 
Table 4.7 Attributes of University B 
Attribute 
Ability to transfer between T AFE and 
University 
Has average quality of teaching 
Would equip me with qualifications that 
provide average job prospects 
Has an average academic reputation 
Is a new/modem university 
Is not where my friends will be going 
Offers courses that are not really what I 
want 
Has a great campus atmosphere 
Family holds no opinion of university 
Is far from home( over 20km) 
Is an old/traditional university 
Has very little campus atmosphere 
Is moderate distance from home(between 10 
and 20 km) 
Would equip me with qualifications that 
provide good job prospects 
Is close to home(less than 10km) 
Has very good quality of teaching 
Is a technological university 
Is held in good opinion by my family 
Offers a course that is more or less what 
Has a poor academic reputation 
Is where my friends will be going 
Offers a course that is just what I want 
Is held in poor opinion by my family 
Has a strong academic reputation 
Doesn't provide ability to transfer between 
T AFE and University 
Totals 
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Number of Percentage of 
Responses Cases 
......................................................... -··-·····-·-
167 69.0 
141 58.3 
137 56.6 
131 54.1 
130 53.7 
121 50.0 
118 48.8 
90 37.2 
88 36.4 
84 34.7 
83 34.3 
83 34.3 
79 32.6 
78 32.2 
76 31.4 
74 30.6 
67 27.7 
65 26.9 
61 25.2 
58 24.0 
55 22.7 
52 21.5 
50 20.7 
43 17.8 
42 17.4 
2173 897.9 
Table 4.8 Attributes of University C 
Attribute 
Ability to transfer between T AFE and 
University 
Is a new/modem university 
Has very good quality of teaching 
Is not where my friends will be going 
Has an average academic reputation 
Has a great campus atmosphere 
Would equip me with qualifications that 
provide good job prospects 
Would equip me with qualifications that 
provide average job prospects 
Is far from home( over 20km) 
Is held in good opinion by my family 
Has average quality of teaching 
Has a strong academic reputation 
Family holds no opinion of university 
Is an old/traditional university 
Offers courses that are not really what I want 
Offers a course that is more or less what 
Is a technological university 
Is moderate distance from home(between 10 
and 20 km) 
Has very little campus atmosphere 
Offers a course that is just what I want 
Is close to home(less than 10km) 
Is where my friends will be going 
Doesn't provide ability to transfer between 
T AFE and University 
Has a poor academic reputation 
Is held in poor opinion family 
Totals 
Number of 
Responses 
146 
127 
120 
119 
110 
109 
108 
107 
105 
100 
99 
90 
85 
81 
79 
78 
77 
69 
68 
65 
62 
59 
53 
32 
30 
2178 
43 
Percentage of 
Cases 
60.3 
52.5 
49.6 
49.2 
45.5 
45.0 
44.6 
44.2 
43.4 
41.3 
40.9 
37.2 
35.1 
33.5 
32.6 
32.2 
31.8 
28.5 
28.1 
26.9 
25.6 
24.4 
21.9 
13.2 
12.4 
900.0 
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Table 4.9 Attributes of University D 
Attribute Number of Percentage of 
Responses Cases 
............ ,-.................... ........ - ......................... 
Has a strong academic reputation 182 74.9 
Has very good quality of teaching 178 73.3 
Is held in good opinion by my family 162 66.7 
Has a great campus atmosphere 158 65.0 
Would equip me with qualifications that 153 63.0 
provide good job prospects 
Is an old/traditional university 141 58.0 
Is where my friends will be going 111 45.7 
Ability to transfer between T AFE and 108 44.4 
University 
Is far from home( over 20km) 108 44.4 
Is moderate distance from home(between 10 97 39.9 
and 20 km) 
Offers a course that is just what I want 93 38.3 
Doesn't provide ability to transfer between 78 32.1 
T AFE and University 
Is a new/modern university 77 31.7 
Is a technological university 74 30.5 
Offers a course that is more or less what 74 30.5 
Would equip me with qualifications that 68 28.0 
provide average job prospects 
Is not where my friends will be going 68 28.0 
Offers courses that are not really what 63 25.9 
Has average quality of teaching 44 18.1 
Family holds no opinion of university 44 18.1 
Has an average academic reputation 41 16.9 
Is close to home(less than 10km) 38 15.6 
Has very little campus atmosphere 33 13.6 
Is held in poor opinion by my family 23 9.5 
Has a poor academic reputation 16 6.6 
Totals 2232 918.5 
University A was seen to possess many positive attributes. Over two thirds of 
respondents believed that University A was a modern, technological university 
and that students could transfer between T AFE and the university. Over half of 
the respondents felt that University A would equip graduates with qualifications 
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that would provide good job prospects, had very good quality teaching, had a 
great campus atmosphere and that their family had a good opinion of the 
university. 
University B was generally perceived as an 'average' university. Fifty percent 
or more of respondents felt that University B allowed students to transfer 
between T AFE and the university, had an average quality of teaching, would 
equip graduates with qualifications that would provide average job prospects, 
had an average academic reputation and was a new and modern university but 
was not the university to which their friends were likely to go. 
Respondents appeared to be less sure about University C. The only attributes 
about which over fifty percent of respondents agreed were that University C 
allowed students to transfer between T AFE and the university and that it was a 
new and modern university. Between 40 and 50% of respondents felt that 
University C had very good quality of teaching (although a similar number 
thought it had an average teaching reputation), was not where friends were 
likely to go, had an average academic reputation, had a great campus 
atmosphere, would equip graduates with qualifications that provide average or 
good job prospects, was far from home ( over 20km) and that their family had a 
good opinion of the university. 
University D was considered to have many very positive attributes. Two thirds 
or more of all respondents thought that University D had a strong academic 
reputation, had very good quality of teaching and that their family had a good 
opinion of the university. In addition, University D was thought to have a great 
campus atmosphere, would equip graduates with qualifications that provide 
good job prospects and was an old and traditional university. University D also 
obtained the highest percentage agreement ( 46%) on the attribute 'where my 
friends will be going,' suggesting that students were likely to have strong peer 
pressure to choose that university. 
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4. 4. 2 Market Simulation 
One of the advantages of conjoint analysis is that it provides an opportunity to 
run simulations based on various 'product' configurations to determine 
consumers' preference for different packages. By using the data from the 
previous section (University Attributes), product packages were configured to 
match the existing universities. In configuring the universities for the 
simulation, each university was described in terms of the ten attributes and was 
accorded the attribute level that was most popular with respondents. For 
example, University A was described as a technological university, having an 
average academic reputation, very good teaching quality, moderate distance 
from home and so on. A complete description of the attributes for each 
university in the simulation is provided in Appendix C. 
The simulation produced a share of preference model with correction for 
product similarity. In other words, it provides an estimate of the percentage of 
the market that would prefer each type of product (university). The simulation 
model is based on the following assumptions: 
1. Consumers do not always purchase the products for which they have the 
highest utility 
2. Although consumers may choose a product with lower utility, generally 
they choose products with higher utilities 
3. Products may be similar and a correction is required to prevent the 
preference shares from similar products being overstated (ACA System 
Manual, 1996) 
Using this simulation approach, the preference shares for each university were 
determined and the results are shown in Table 4.10. While it must be 
remembered that the results forecast preference shares and not market shares, it 
is clear that University D was considered the number one choice for the 
majority of respondents. University A was the clear second choice but little 
separated Universities B and C. 
Table 4.10 Preference Shares for Universities as Currently Perceived 
University 
A 
B 
C 
D 
4. 5 Cluster Analysis 
Share of Preference Standard Error 
27% 0.85 
4% 0.30 
9% 0.45 
60% 1.19 
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In order to answer the third research question that asked if there were "clusters 
of prospective students for whom different attributes are more important," a 
cluster analysis was undertaken on the utility scores estimated in the conjoint 
analysis. While the analysis suggested that the best solution was three or four 
clusters, the point biserial correlations (Peterson and Mahajan, 1976) were only 
0.15 and 0.25 respectively, suggesting the sample was homogeneous in its 
preferences. It appears that there are no useful clusters of prospective students 
for whom the different attributes included in the conjoint analysis are 
differentially important. High school leavers seem to develop their preferences 
in very similar ways. 
4. 6 The Impact of Independent Variables 
The data were also analysed to see if any of the independent variables (gender, 
government or non-government school enrolment and parents' education levels) 
affected the university choice process. 
4. 6.1 Type of School 
The data were first analysed by type of school (government or non-
government ). Table 4.11 shows the results of an investigation of the relative 
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importance by type of school that used a series of t-tests to examine such 
differences. 
Table 4.11 Relative Importance of Attribute by Type of School 
Non-
Government government Sig. 
Attribute Schools(%) Schools(%) t-test 
(2-tailed) 
(n=l77) (n=72) 
.......................................................................... 
Course suitability 14.99 15.07 -.114 .909 
Academic 12.31 12.36 -.088 .930 
Reputation 
Job Prospects 11.09 13.22 -3.909 .000 
Teaching quality 10.73 12.23 -2.652 .009 
Campus 9.49 9.75 -.482 .631 
atmosphere 
Ability to transfer 8.91 5.89 4.518 .000 
Type of Uni 8.75 8.93 -.318 .750 
Family opinion 8.62 7.90 1.257 .210 
Distance from 8.55 7.31 1.994 .047 
home 
Friends 6.56 7.35 -1.494 .136 
Students from non-government schools placed more importance on job 
prospects and teaching quality than did their government school counterparts, 
while government school students placed more importance on their ability to 
transfer between T AFE and university and the distance from home. However, 
despite these observed differences, the four most important attributes for both 
government and non-government school students were course suitability, 
academic reputation, job prospects and teaching quality. 
4. 6. 2 Gender 
The data were then analysed to examine the effect of gender on the relative 
importance of the various attributes. Table 4.12 shows the results of relative 
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importance by gender and t-tests were again used to determine if there were 
significant differences. 
Table 4.12 Relative Importance by Gender 
Male Female Sig. (2-Attribute (%) (%) t-test 
{n=l31} {n=l08} tailed) 
Course suitability 14.99 15.03 -.076 .940 
Academic Reputation 12.08 12.72 -1.200 .232 
Job Prospects 12.05 11.28 1.483 .139 
Teaching quality 11.15 11.22 -.126 .899 
Type of Uni 9.83 7.66 4.295 .000 
Campus atmosphere 9.25 10.23 -1.859 .064 
Family opinion 8.12 8.63 -.967 .335 
Distance from home 7.81 8.64 -1.414 .159 
Ability to transfer 7.37 8.76 -2.151 .033 
Friends 7.36 5.84 3.228 .001 
Although the four attributes considered most important remained the same for 
males and females, males placed more importance than females on the type of 
university, where their friends were going and their ability to transfer between 
T AFE and University. 
4. 6. 3 Parents 'Education 
Responses to the questions about respondents' mother's and father's highest 
level of education were combined and recoded into four categories (mother and 
father both have degrees, mother has a degree but father doesn't, father has a 
degree but mother doesn't, neither parent have a degree). Significant 
differences were examined through an analysis of variance and the results 
obtained are shown in Table 4.13. 
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Table 4.13 Relative Importance by Parents' Education Level 
Mother Mother Father 
and has has Neither 
Attribute Father Degree, Degree, Parent F-test Sig. have Father Mother has (2-tailed) 
Degrees doesn't doesn't Degree 
{n=41} {n=29} {8-=34} {n=l~~---·---
···--.. -·--··-·· .. ·-·-······· 
Course suitability 14.33 13.74 15.01 15.40 1.361 .255 
Job Prospects 12.60 12.46 12.02 11.23 1.893 .131 
Academic 
12.48 10.83 12.72 12.57 1.463 .225 
Reputation 
Teaching quality 11.85 12.03 11.57 10.82 1.298 .276 
Campus 
10.39 10.44 9.21 9.39 1.223 .302 
atmosphere 
Type of Uni 8.98 8.67 9.48 8.62 .443 .722 
Family opinion 7.86 8.14 9.02 8.47 .541 .655 
Friends 7.63 6.92 6.61 6.42 1.209 .307 
Distance from 
7.50 8.33 7.29 8.54 1.106 .347 
home 
Ability to transfer 6.39 8.42 7.05 8.56 2.'702 .046 
The only attribute that was found to differ significantly with parents' education 
level was respondent's concern about their ability to transfer between TAFE 
and university. A post-hoc analysis found the difference lay between students 
whose parents both held degrees and students whose parents did not hold 
degrees. Students whose parents both held degrees were less concerned about 
their ability to transfer between University and T AFE than were students whose 
parents did not hold degrees. 
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4. 7 University Image 
The image section of the questionnaire contained a set of semantic differential 
scales that asked respondents about their perceptions of the four public 
universities in Western Australia. For each university, respondents were 
presented with a set of bipolar adjectives (eg Innovative - Conservative) and 
asked to mark on the seven-point scales provided where they felt a particular 
university fell with respect to each set of adjectives. For analysis purposes, the 
positions were coded as +3 to -3, where +3 represented the extreme left 
(generally positive) characteristic and -3 represented the extreme right 
(generally negative) characteristic. The closer the mean rating is to +3, the 
more a university is thought to possess the left (positive) characteristic and the 
closer the mean rating is to -3, the more the university os thought to possess the 
right (negative) characteristic. The mean ratings for each set of adjectives are 
shown in Table 4.14 and portrayed graphically in Figures 4.11 to 4.27. 
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Table 4.14 University Image 
University University University University 
Descriptor A B C D 
l\fean l\fean l\fean l\fean 
........................ Rating ......................... Rati~ ........... Rating............... Ratin_g·········· 
Traditional /Technological 
Strong/weak academic 
reputation 
Fun/boring 
Friendly/ snobbish 
Excellent/poor teaching quality 
Supportive/Not supportive 
Established/Modem 
Innovative/Conservative 
Prestigious/Lacking prestige 
Difficult/Easy 
Vocation oriented/Research 
oriented 
Internationally/locally focused 
Student/academic focused 
Broad/narrow range of courses 
Alternative/restricted entry 
options 
Highly qualified/base qualified 
lecturers 
Practical/theoretical 
-1.55 
1.34 
1.22 
1.32 
1.45 
1.29 
-1.15 
1.01 
.85 
.69 
.15 
.38 
.39 
1.22 
.59 
1.31 
.66 
.13 
.04 
.71 
1.24 
.43 
1.09 
-.38 
.39 
-.17 
-.43 
.46 
.03 
.70 
.34 
.88 
.42 
.47 
-.06 
1.08 
1.08 
1.12 
1.20 
1.24 
-.15 
.69 
.60 
.55 
.03 
.43 
.51 
.92 
.78 
1.17 
.42 
1.04 
2.27 
1.18 
.93 
2.03 
1.21 
1.19 
.46 
2.08 
1.76 
-.25 
1.21 
-.06 
1.10 
-.09 
2.00 
-.43 
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U n i v e r s i t y  A  w a s  s e e n  t o  h a v e  a  r e a s o n a b l y  s t r o n g  i m a g e ,  w i t h  r e s p o n d e n t s  
v i e w i n g  t h e  U n i v e r s i t y  a s  t e c h n o l o g i c a l ,  f u n ,  f r i e n d l y ,  i n n o v a t i v e ,  p r a c t i c a l  a n d  
o f f e r i n g  a  b r o a d  r a n g e  o f  c o u r s e s .  U n i v e r s i t y  B  r a t e d  t h i r d  o n  m o s t  a t t r i b u t e s  
a n d  w a s  g e n e r a l l y  c o n s i d e r e d  a s  b e i n g  a  f u n ,  f r i e n d l y ,  i n n o v a t i v e ,  s t u d e n t  
f o c u s e d  u n i v e r s i t y  t h a t  o f f e r e d  a l t e r n a t i v e  e n t r y  o p t i o n s .  U n i v e r s i t y  C  t e n d e d  t o  
h a v e  a  p o o r e r  i m a g e  i n  t e r m s  o f  a c a d e m i c  r e p u t a t i o n ,  p r e s t i g e ,  t e a c h i n g  q u a l i t y  
a n d  s t a f f  q u a l i f i c a t i o n s .  U n i v e r s i t y  C  w a s  a l s o  v i e w e d  a s  b e i n g  v o c a t i o n a l l y  
* o r i e n t e d ,  s t u d e n t  f o c u s e d ,  f r i e n d l y  a n d  h a v i n g  a l t e r n a t i v e  e n t r y  o p t i o n s .  
U n i v e r s i t y  D  h a d  t h e  s t r o n g e s t  i m a g e  o v e r a l l .  R e s p o n d e n t s  p e r c e i v e d  
U n i v e r s i t y  D  a s  b e i n g  t r a d i t i o n a l ,  f u n ,  p r e s t i g i o u s ,  d i f f i c u l t ,  r e s e a r c h  o r i e n t e d ,  
t h e o r e t i c a l ,  a n d  h a v i n g  a  s t r o n g  a c a d e m i c  r e p u t a t i o n ,  a n  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  f o c u s ,  
e x c e l l e n t  t e a c h i n g  q u a l i t y  a n d  h i g h l y  q u a l i f i e d  s t a f f .  
I n  t e r m s  o f  t h e  f i f t h  r e s e a r c h  q u e s t i o n  t h a t  a s k e d  i f  ' t h e  u n i v e r s i t i e s  h a v e  
d i s t i n c t  i m a g e s , '  t h e  a n s w e r  i s  y e s ,  t o  a  d e g r e e .  U n i v e r s i t i e s  A  a n d  D  h a d  t h e  
s t r o n g e s t  p o s i t i v e  i m a g e s ,  U n i v e r s i t y  B  h a d  a  s t r o n g ,  b u t  g e n e ; r a l l y  n e g a t i v e  
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image, while University C had a relatively weak image as it was not considered 
distinctive, either positively or negatively, on any attribute. 
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CHAPTER FIVE - CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 The Study Restated 
The present study examined the university choice processes of a sample of 
Western Australian high school leavers. University choice was examined using 
a conjoint analysis method known as Adaptive Conjoint Analysis (ACA). This 
required respondents to complete a computer disk-based questionnaire, in 
which bundles of attributes were presented to respondents for consideration. 
The conjoint task was supplemented with a paper questionnaire that contained 
demographic and background questions and asked students for their views on 
the image and attributes of Western Australia's four public universities. The 
sample included 259 Western Australian Year 12 students from both 
government and non-government schools who were considering their post high 
school education options. 
The study was undertaken to answer the following research questions: 
1. What are the maJor determinants (factors) of university preference 
among high school leavers in Western Australia? 
2. What are the relative importances they attach to these factors? 
3. Are there clusters of school leavers for whom different factors are more 
important? 
4. Are the determinants of university choice affected by gender, public or 
private school enrolment or parents' education history? 
5. Do the four public universities in Western Australia have distinct images 
in the minds of school leavers, and if so, what are these images? 
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5.2 Discussion of Results 
In terms of the first two research questions, it was found that the four most 
important determinants of university preference for Western Australian school 
leavers were course suitability, academic reputation, job prospects and teaching 
quality, which mirrors a number of other studies undertaken in other countries. 
Interestingly, while these four attributes rated highest in importance, there was a 
relatively small gap between the highest and lowest rating attributes. The 
highest rating attribute (course suitability) had a relative importance score of 
15% compared to the lowest rating attribute ('where friends were going'), 
which had a relative importance score of 7%. This suggests that the 
development of university preference is a complex process and, while students' 
final preferences may be determined by the most important attributes, they do 
consider the other factors in making judgments. 
As already noted, the results from the present study provide general support for 
Hooley and Lynch's ( 1981) study that found course suitability and academic 
reputation were the most important determinants of university choice. In the 
Hooley and Lynch study, however, course suitability was the number one 
attribute by a great margin, being 30% more important than the next rated 
attribute (academic reputation). Possible reasons for the magnitude of 
difference between the two studies include: 
• Changes in the sophistication of the general student population between 
1981 and 1999, leading to other attributes taking on more importance over 
the years; 
• Differences between the importance that British and Australian students 
attach to the various factors when determining their university preference; 
• The active marketing of universities, which began in earnest only recently, 
may have promoted new attributes as being important and this may have 
influenced student perceptions (placing more importance on the 'minor' 
attributes); 
• Given their very small sample size (29 students), Hooley and Lynch's study 
may have been in error. 
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The importance of a university's academic reputation and the job prospects a 
course offers students were also found to be important determinants of 
university choice in the American study undertaken by McDonough, Antonio 
and Trent (1997). Hence the results of the present study are supported by 
similar results obtained in studies carried out in the United Kingdom and the 
United States. 
In terms of the third research question, a cluster analysis failed to uncover any 
useful clusters, suggesting that the sample was relatively homogeneous in their 
preferences and the trade offs that they made in developing those preferences. 
This can be compared to Hooley and Lynch's (1981) study, in which three 
clusters or segments were identified. Although the three segments all had 
course suitability as their number one attribute, they differed in terms of their 
next most important attribute. 
University preference is affected by students' gender, public or private school 
attendance or parents' education levels, but to varying degrees. A student's 
attendance at a government or non-government high school appeared to have 
the greatest impact on their preferences, as there were four significant 
differences in the relative importance placed on various attributes by these two 
groups. Gender differences were found in the relative importance of various 
attributes, while parents' education level only had a minimal impact on student 
preferences. However, in all cases, the four most important attributes remained 
the same, reinforcing the strength of the top four determinants of university 
preference. 
Three of the four public universities had strong images in the minds of the 
school leavers. For two of these universities (Universities A and D) the image 
was positive while, for the third (University B), it was generally negative. The 
fourth university (University C) appeared to convey mixed messages to school 
leavers and was not considered distinctive, positively or negatively. 
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5.3 Implications for the Marketing of Universities 
One of the clearest implications of this research is that universities that choose 
to market themselves in terms of the key university preference determinants are 
likely to increase their share of preferences. The market simulation results 
indicated a clear preference for University D, the university that had the greatest 
perceived alignment with the four most important attributes. It should be noted 
in the market simulation that size constraints, that is, the number of students 
that the universities are able to take in, were ignored in the analysis. However, 
the very high preference shown for University D suggests that it has very real 
"brand equity." If University D should increase its present intake, there would 
be significant implications for the three other universities. 
The fact that there no useful clusters identified also has important implications. 
If a university does not rate well on the important attributes, it has little to gain 
by trying to promote itself in terms of some less important attributes ( for 
example, the ability to transfer between university and T AFE). Had there been 
a segment that considered this attribute to be very important, a university could 
market itself to this segment and grow enrolments by increasing its market 
share of that particular segment. However, there is not a segment of students 
for whom a "low importance attribute" is most important. This means that, for a 
university to increase its market share of school leaver preferences, it must be 
score well on some or all of the four most important attributes (just the right 
course, a strong academic reputation, excellent teaching quality and good job 
prospects). 
5. 4 Study Limitations 
The interpretation of results is limited to the Perth population of Year 12 
students. While senior high school students are the largest market segment for 
Western Australian undergraduate university programs, other significant market 
segments are mature-age students (who have already entered the workforce and 
are undertaking tertiary study as a means of changing or advancing their 
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careers) and international students ( who are interested m both onshore and 
offshore programs). 
Another possible limitation of the research is the number of attributes examined 
in the conjoint analysis. This research included ten attributes that were 
considered to be important to the school leaver market. While these attributes 
were derived from previous research, undertaken locally and internationally, 
there may be other attributes that were not examined in the present study (e.g., 
the quality of facilities and size of campus) that may be important to school 
leavers. It seems unlikely, given the previous research, that there are other 
factors that are more important than the top rating factors found in the present 
study but there may be other "minor" factors that students take into 
consideration when determining university preference. 
While not strictly a limitation, one of the most significant factors in the 
determination of final choice of a university is the student's TEE (Tertiary 
Entrance Examination) score. The TEE score was not included as a factor in 
this study because the study was interested in what determines preference for a 
university, rather than the student's final selection of a university. 
The sample of 259 was relatively small and a larger sample would have been 
preferred but this was not possible because of the high refusal rate from the 
high schools and time and budgetary constraints. If the study were to be 
replicated, it would be best to collect all the data from education fairs as this 
method provided the simplest way of reaching the students directly. 
5. 5 Opportunities for Further Research 
There are several opportunities for further research in the area of university 
preference. Firstly, a similar study in the mature-age market would provide a 
"total" picture of university preference in the local market. There has been 
even less research conducted with this market segment than with school leavers 
so such a study would provide a significant contribution to the field, as well as 
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to Western Australian universities. The greatest challenge for this research 
would be to identify and contact the population of interest. 
The international student market has already been mentioned as a significant 
market segment for Western Australia universities. This market that has 
already been the subject of several research studies ( e.g., Mazzarol, Soutar and 
Tien, 1996; Soutar, McNeil & Lim, 1994; Stewart and Felicetti, 1991) and, 
therefore, does not present as great a need for research as the mature-age market 
but previous studies have not examined international students' trade offs and a 
conjoint study would add to our understanding of what is the most competitive 
of all the market segments. 
Finally, it would be interesting to replicate this study in overseas markets. 
Research has been conducted in some of these markets (i.e., the United 
Kingdom and the United States) but that research is old (Hooley and Lynch, 
1981) or used a method other than conjoint analysis to investigate the 
importance students attached to the various attributes (Stewart and Felicetti, 
1991; Oosterbeek, Groot and Hartog, 1992). 
Dear Student, 
APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
UNIVERSITY CHOICE AND IMAGE STUDY 
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I am a student in the Master of Business program at Edith Cowan University. The 
topic of my research is "University Preference: A Conjoint Analysis." The research 
examines the main factors that influence school leavers' choice of university using a 
technique known as conjoint analysis. Conjoint analysis is a method of examining 
how a person 'trades-off' one attribute for another in making a 'purchase' decision. In 
my research, the 'purchase' is choice of university and the sample consists of Year 12 
students from twenty highschools/colleges selected at random from the Perth 
metropolitan area - your school being one of those selected at random. 
The survey consists of two parts - a paper questionnaire (following) and a 
computerised or disk questionnaire. The disk questionnaire uses a new software 
program called Adaptive Conjoint Analysis that is not only very easy to use but also 
'adapts' to your responses: it presents options for your consideration that are based on 
your earlier responses. This means that the final 'options' that are presented to you are 
likely to be totally different to those of others completing the same survey. 
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. However, if you agree to take 
part I think you will find the exercise quite interesting. You may also be assured that 
your anonymity is guaranteed and that neither the data collector nor I will know who 
has or hasn't participated. 
Thank you for your time and I do hope you agree to participate. Your assistance would 
be greatly appreciated. 
Yours sincerely, 
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School ID __ Respondent ID __ 
UNIVERSITY CHOICE AND IMAGE STUDY 
All responses will be treated in strict confidence. 
Please circle or tick the appropriate responses as requested. 
1. We are interested in your perceptions of the four public universities in Western Australia. 
For each of the universities listed, please place a tick ( ./) in the spot that best represents 
where you think the university lies with respect to the two adjectives shown. For example, 
if you had a scale of old versus new and you thought the university was very old, you 
would place a tick in the first position as follows: 
Old New 
If you thought the university was more 'new' than 'old' you would place the tick closer to the 
'new' end of the scale, like this: 
Old New 
Or this: 
Old New 
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IA. Now, thinking about University A, please indicate on the following scales how 
you would describe University A. 
Traditional 
Strong academic reputation 
Fun 
Friendly 
Excellent teaching quality 
Supportive 
Old/Established 
hmovative 
Prestigious 
Difficult 
Vocation-oriented 
Internationally focused 
Student focused 
Broad range of courses 
Alternative entry options 
Highly qualified lecturers 
Practical 
Technological 
Weak academic reputation 
Boring 
Snobbish 
Poor teaching quality 
Not supportive 
New/Modern 
Conservative 
Lacking prestige 
Easy 
Research-oriented 
Locally focused 
Academic focused 
Narrow range of courses 
Restricted entry options 
Base qualified lecturers 
Theoretical 
lB. Now, thinking about University B, please indicate on the following scales how 
you would describe University B. 
Traditional 
Strong academic reputation 
Fun 
Friendly 
Excellent teaching quality 
Supportive 
Old/Established 
hmovative 
Prestigious 
Difficult 
Vocation-oriented 
Internationally focused 
Student focused 
Broad range of courses 
Alternative entry options 
Highly qualified lecturers 
Practical 
Technological 
Weak academic reputation 
Boring 
Snobbish 
Poor teaching quality 
Not supportive 
New/Modern 
Conservative 
Lacking prestige 
Easy 
Research-oriented 
Locally focused 
Academic focused 
Narrow range of courses 
Restricted entry options 
Base qualified lecturers 
Theoretical 
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IC. Now, thinking about University C, please indicate on the following scales how 
you would describe University C. 
Traditional 
Strong academic reputation 
Fun 
Friendly 
Excellent teaching quality 
Supportive 
Old/Established 
Innovative 
Prestigious 
Difficult 
Vocation-oriented 
Internationally focused 
Student focused 
Broad range of courses 
Alternative entry options 
Highly qualified lecturers 
Practical 
Technological 
Weak academic reputation 
Boring 
Snobbish 
Poor teaching quality 
Not supportive 
New/Modern 
Conservative 
Lacking prestige 
Easy 
Research-oriented 
Locally focused 
Academic focused 
Narrow range of courses 
Restricted entry options 
Base qualified lecturers 
Theoretical 
ID. Now, thinking about the University D, please indicate on the following scales 
how you would describe University D. 
Traditional 
Strong academic reputation 
Fun 
Friendly 
Excellent teaching quality 
Supportive 
Old/Established 
Innovative 
Prestigious 
Difficult 
Vocation-oriented 
Internationally focused 
Student focused 
Broad range of courses 
Alternative entry options 
Highly qualified lecturers 
Practical 
Technological 
Weak academic reputation 
Boring 
Snobbish 
Poor teaching quality 
Not supportive 
New/Modern 
Conservative 
Lacking prestige 
Easy 
Research-oriented 
Locally focused 
Academic focused 
Narrow range of courses 
Restricted entry options 
Base qualified lecturers 
Theoretical 
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Now, we'd like you to consider each university and tell us whether you believe the 
university has particular attributes. Please tick all relevant boxes 
2A Please tick those of the following attributes that you feel are true of University A. 
Would you say that University A: 
Offers the ability to articulate/transfer [ ] Would equip me with qualifications that [ units between TAFE and University provide average job prospects 
Doesn't provide the ability to ] Would give me qualifications that provide good [ articulate/transfer units between TAFE job prospects 
and University 
Is close to home (less than 10km) [ ] Is held in good opinion by my family [ 
ls a moderate distance from home ( 10 to [ ] Is a university that my family holds no opinion [ 
20km) of 
Is far from home (over 20km) [ ] ls held in poor opinion by my family [ 
ls a new/modern university [ ] Is where my friends will be going [ 
Is an old/traditional university [ ] ls not where my friends will be going [ 
ls a technological university [ ] Has very little campus atmosphere [ 
Has a poor academic reputation [ ] Has a great campus atmosphere [ 
Has an average academic reputation [ ] Offers a course that is more or less what I want [ 
Has a strong academic reputation [ ] Offers courses that are not really what I want [ 
Has average quality of teaching [ ] Offers a course that is just what I want [ 
Has very good quality of teaching [ ] 
2B Please tick those of the following attributes that you feel are true of University B. 
Would you say that University B: 
Offers the ability to articulate/transfer [ ] Would equip me with qualifications that [ units between TAFE and University provide average job prospects 
Doesn't provide the ability to [ ] Would give me qualifications that provide good [ articulate/transfer tmits between TAFE job prospects 
and University 
Is close to home (less than 10km) [ ] ls held in good opinion by my family [ 
Is a moderate distance from home (IO to [ ] Is a university that my family holds no opinion [ 
20km) of 
Is far from home (over 20km) [ ] Is held in poor opinion by my family [ 
Is a new/modern university [ ] Is where my friends will be going [ 
Is an old/traditional university [ ] Is not where my friends will be going [ 
Is a technological university [ ] Has very little campus atmosphere [ 
Has a poor academic reputation [ ] Has a great campus atmosphere [ 
Has an average academic reputation [ ] Offers a course that is more or less what I want [ 
Has a strong academic reputation [ ] Offers courses that are not really what I want [ 
Has average quality of teaching [ ] Offers a course that is just what I want [ 
Has very good quality of teaching [ ] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
] 
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2C Please tick those of the following attributes that you feel are true of University C. 
Would you say that University C: 
Offers the ability to articulate/transfer [ ] Would equip me with qualifications that [ ] units between TAFE and University provide average job prospects 
Doesn't provide the ability to [ ] Would give me qualifications that provide good [ ] articulate/transfer units between TAFE job prospects 
and University 
Is close to home (less than 10km) [ ] ls held in good opinion by my family 
Is a moderate distance from home (IO to [ ] Is a university that my family holds no opinion 
20km) of 
Is far from home (over 20km) [ ] Is held in poor opinion by my family [ ] 
Is a new/modem university [ ] Is where my friends will be going [ ] 
Is an old/traditional university [ ] Is not where my friends will be going [ ] 
Is a technological university [ ] Has very little campus atmosphere [ ] 
Has a poor academic reputation [ ] Has a great campus atmosphere [ ] 
Has an average academic reputation [ ] Offers a course that is more or less what I want [ ] 
Has a strong academic reputation [ ] Offers courses that are not really what I want [ ] 
Has average quality of teaching [ ] Offers a course that is just what I want [ ] 
Has very good quality of teaching [ ] 
2D Please tick those of the following attributes that you feel are true of University D. 
Would you say that University D: 
Offers the ability to articulate/transfer [ ] Would equip me with qualifications that [ ] units between TAFE and University provide average job prospects 
Doesn't provide the ability to [ ] Would give me qualifications that provide good [ ] articulate/transfer units between T AFE job prospects 
and University 
Is close to home (less than 10km) [ ] Is held in good opinion by my family [ ] 
Is a moderate distance from home ( l O to [ ] Is a university that my family holds no opinion [ ] 
20km) of 
Is far from home ( over 20km) [ ] Is held in poor opinion by my family [ ] 
Is a new/modem university [ ] Is where my friends will be going [ ] 
Is an old/traditional university [ ] Is not where my friends will be going [ ] 
Is a technological university [ ] Has very little campus atmosphere [ ] 
Has a poor academic reputation [ ] Has a great campus atmosphere [ ] 
Has an average academic reputation [ ] Offers a course that is more or less what I want [ ] 
Has a strong academic reputation [ ] Offers courses that are not really what I want [ ] 
Has average quality of teaching [ ] Offers a course that is just what I want [ ] 
Has very good quality of teaching [ ] 
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Now, we just need some general information on you and your background so that we 
can make some general group comparisons. Please be assured that this information 
cannot and will not be used to identify individuals. 
3. On successful completion of Year 12, do you intend to: 
Enrol in a TAFE course 
Commence a University course 2 
Enrol in a private college ( eg Edwards, PIBT, Alexander College) 3 
Find full-time employment 4 
Seek apprenticeship 5 
Travel 6 
Take a year off 7 
Haven't decided yet 8 
Other - please specify 9 
4A. IF YOU INTEND GOING ON TO UNIVERSITY, could you please indicate 
how likely you are to attend each university. If you are almost certain that you 
will attend a particular university please circle the number '7', if you are almost 
certain that you won't be attending a particular university please circle the 
number ' 1 '. If your views are in between, you should circle the number that best 
reflects your views. 
Almost certain 
not to attend 
University B 1 2 3 4 5 6 
University D 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Almost 
to atten 
·.·. ,: 
,.',')/" 
7 
7 
4B. Could you also please indicate your broad discipline of interest: 
Applied Sciences / Information Technology 
/Computing 
Arts 2 
Biology/Zoology 3 
Business/Commerce 4 
Education/I eaching 5 
Engineering 6 
Geology 7 
Law 8 
Medicine 9 
Natural Sciences (Physics, Chemistry etc) 10 
Nursing 11 
Performing Arts 12 
Social Sciences/ Psychology 13 
Haven't decided yet 14 
Not proceeding to University 15 
Other ... please specify 16 
5. Please indicate your gender: 
Male Female 2 
6. Please write down your home postcode: ___ _ 
7. Please indicate the highest level of education that your mother achieved: 
Year 10 secondary school 
Year 11 or 12 secondary school 
Trade Certificate 
Certificate/Diploma from TAFE 
Bachelor's Degree from University or College of Advanced Education 
Postgraduate Degree/Diploma (eg Grad. Dip., MBA, Masters) 
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD.) 
Other- Please specify ________________ _ 
Don't Know 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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8. Please indicate the highest level of education that your father achieved: 
Year 10 secondary school 
Year 11 or 12 secondary school 
Trade Certificate 
Certificate/Diploma from TAFE 
Bachelor's Degree from University or College of Advanced Education 
Postgraduate Degree/Diploma (eg Grad. Dip., MBA, Masters) 
Doctor of Philosophy (PhD.) 
Other- Please specify _______________ _ 
Don't Know 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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Finally, would you be willing to take part in a follow-up study next year? This would 
involve a short (5 minute) phone call only. If you are willing to be contacted again, 
please write your first name only and a contact phone number in the space provided 
below: 
First name: 
Contact Phone Number: 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND ASSISTANCE AND 
GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR STUDIES!! 
Dear 
APPENDIXB 
LETTER TO SCHOOLS 
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I am undertaking a Master of Business course at Edith Cowan University. The topic of 
my research is "University Preference: A Conjoint Analysis". The research examines 
the main factors that influence school leavers' choice of university using a technique 
known as conjoint analysis. Conjoint analysis presents the respondent with 'packages' 
of attributes that are rated in terms of preference. Basically it looks at trade-offs, the 
final analysis allowing the researcher to determine the most important factors in the 
choice process and the magnitude of importance of each factor relative to the others. 
The research involves randomly selecting twenty highschools/colleges from the Perth 
metropolitan area and administering a questionnaire to one class of Year 12s in each 
school. Your school was one of those selected at random. The questionnaire consists 
of two parts - a paper questionnaire and a questionnaire on disk. The disk 
questionnaire uses a sophisticated piece of software that adapts the 'packages' 
presented based on previous responses. The combined questionnaires should take 
between 20 and 30 minutes to complete. The Edith Cowan University Ethics 
Committee has also approved the questionnaires. 
An accredited market research company, Insight Research, is administering the 
surveys. One of their fieldwork people will be contacting you shortly to seek your 
agreement to participate in the study and organise a time to visit your school. If you 
were interested, I would be happy to provide you with a summary of the main findings 
of the study when I have completed the research. 
I realise that you must have many, many requests from various organisations to speak 
to your students so your agreement to participate in this study would be greatly 
appreciated. If you have any queries about the research you can contact me on 
 or by email on  
I hope you look on this request favourably. 
Yours sincerely, 
Julia Turner 
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APPENDIXC 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS FOR MARKET SIMULATION 
University A University B University C University D 
University is University is University is University is 
Technological New/Modem New/Modem Old/Traditional 
Has an average Has an average Has an average Has a strong 
academic reputation academic reputation academic reputation academic reputation 
Is moderate distance Is moderate distance Is far from home Is far from home 
from home from home 
Has very good quality Has average quality Has average quality Has very good quality 
ofteaching ofteaching ofteaching ofteaching 
Is held in good Family holds no Is held in good Is held in good 
opinion by my family opinion of university opinion by my family opinion by my family 
Has great campus Has great campus Has great campus Has great campus 
atmosphere atmosphere atmosphere atmosphere 
Offers a course that is Offers a course that is Offers a course that is Offers a course that is 
more or less what I not really what I want more or less what I just what I want 
want want 
Ability to transfer Ability to transfer Ability to transfer Ability to transfer 
between T AFE and between T AFE and between T AFE and between T AFE and 
Uni. Uni. Uni. Uni 
Would equip me with Would equip me with Would equip me with Would equip me with 
qualifications that qualifications that qualifications that qualifications that 
provide good job provide average job provide good job provide good job 
prospects prospects prospects prospects 
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